We study the crossover behaviors that can be observed in the hightemperature phase of three-dimensional dilute spin systems, using a fieldtheoretical approach. In particular, for randomly dilute Ising systems we consider the Gaussian-to-random and the pure-Ising-to-random crossover, determining the corresponding crossover functions for the magnetic susceptibility and the correlation length. Moreover, for the physically interesting cases of dilute Ising, XY, and Heisenberg systems, we estimate several universal ratios of scaling-correction amplitudes entering the high-temperature Wegner expansion of the magnetic susceptibility, of the correlation length, and of the zero-momentum quartic couplings.
observe the correct exponents, it turned out to be important to keep into account the scaling corrections in the analysis of the experimental data [20] .
In this paper we study the crossover behaviors that can be observed in the hightemperature phase of three-dimensional dilute spin systems. First, we consider the crossover from the Gaussian FP to the stable FP of the model, i.e. the random FP for M = 1 and the pure O(M)-symmetric FP for M ≥ 2. Such a crossover can be observed at fixed impurity concentration by varying the temperature. If |T − T c |/T c > G, where G is an appropriate Ginzburg number [23] , fluctuations are irrelevant and one expects to observe mean-field behavior, while for |T − T c |/T c < G the asymptotic critical behavior sets in. This crossover is not universal. Nonetheless, there are limiting situations in which the crossover functions become independent of the microscopic details of the statistical system: this is the case of the critical crossover limit of systems with medium-range interactions, i.e. of systems in which the interaction scale is larger than the typical microscopic scale [24] . In this limit the crossover functions can be computed by using FT methods, see, e.g., Ref. [25] . In Ising systems there is also another interesting crossover associated with the RG flow from the pure Ising FP to the random FP. When the concentration p is close to 1, by decreasing the temperature at fixed p, one first observes Ising critical behavior, then a crossover sets in, ending with the expected random critical behavior. Also in this case one can define an appropriate crossover limit for p → 1, in which the crossover is described by universal functions, which can be computed by using FT methods.
These crossover behaviors are investigated here by using the fixed-dimension perturbative approach in powers of appropriate zero-momentum quartic couplings. We determine the RG trajectories and the crossover functions of the magnetic susceptibility χ and of the secondmoment correlation length ξ, defined from the two-point function 2) where the overline indicates the average over dilution and indicates the sample average at fixed disorder. This study allows us to determine several universal ratios of scaling-correction amplitudes entering the high-temperature Wegner expansions of various quantities. Beside χ and ξ, we also consider zero-momentum quartic correlations and appropriate combinations that have a universal high-temperature critical limit, such as
where τ is the reduced temperature, χ 4 is the zero-momentum four-point connected correlation function averaged over dilution, i.e., setting µ ≡ x ρ x s x , 4) and χ 22 is defined by
(1.5)
Their high-temperature Wegner expansion is given by χ = χ τ τ −γ 1 + χ τ,1 τ ∆ 1 + χ τ,2 τ ∆ 2 + ... , (1.6) ξ = ξ τ τ −ν 1 + ξ τ,1 τ ∆ 1 + ξ τ,2 τ ∆ 2 + ... , (1.7) 8) where ∆ 1,2 are the exponents associated with the first two independent scaling corrections. For dilute Ising systems, a recent Monte Carlo study [8] provided the estimate ∆ 1 = 0.25(3); a rough estimate of ∆ 2 is ∆ 2 = 0.55 (15) , cf. Sec. IV B. For XY and Heisenberg systems ∆ 1 = −α M , while ∆ 2 coincides with the leading correction-to-scaling exponent of the pure model, ∆ 2 = 0.53(1) for M = 2 and ∆ 2 = 0.56(2) for M = 3, cf. Ref. [4] . The ratios ξ τ,i /χ τ,i and χ τ,i /G #,τ,i for i = 1, 2 are universal. Their determination may turn out to be useful for the analysis of the data in experiments or in Monte Carlo simulations. In Eqs. (1.6-1.8) we only report the leading term for each correction-to-scaling exponent, but it should be noted that there are also corrections proportional to τ 2∆ 1 , τ 3∆ 1 , etc., that may be more relevant-this is the case of systems with M ≥ 2-than those with exponent τ ∆ 2 . The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we discuss the FT approach. We introduce the effective Landau-Ginzburg-Wilson φ 4 Hamiltonian and give general results for the RG trajectories in the plane of the zero-momentum quartic couplings and for the crossover functions of the magnetic susceptibility and of the correlation length. In Sec. III we present the corresponding results for Ising, XY, and Heisenberg systems with random dilution. In the case of Ising systems, we also discuss the Ising-to-RIM crossover and compute the corresponding crossover scaling function associated with the magnetic susceptibility. Finally, in Sec. IV we determine some universal ratios of scaling-correction amplitudes entering the high-temperature Wegner expansion of χ, ξ, G 4 , and G 22 for dilute Ising, XY, and Heisenberg systems. In App. A we prove some useful identities among the RG functions introduced in the FT approach. In App. B we report some details of the computation of the Ising-to-RIM RG trajectory and of the corresponding crossover functions.
II. RG TRAJECTORIES AND CROSSOVER FUNCTIONS
The FT approach is based on an effective Landau-Ginzburg-Wilson Hamiltonian that can be obtained by using the replica method [26] [27] [28] [29] , i.e.
where a, b = 1, ...M and i, j = 1, ...N. In the limit N → 0 the Hamiltonian H M N with u 0 < 0 and v 0 > 0 is expected to describe the critical properties of dilute M-component spin systems. Thus, their critical behavior can be investigated by studying the RG flow of H M N in the limit N → 0. For generic values of M and N, the Hamiltonian H M N describes M coupled N-vector models and it is usually called MN model [1] . H M N is bounded from below for Nu 0 + v 0 > 0 and u 0 + v 0 > 0. But, as shown in Ref. [30] , in the limit N → 0 the only stability boundary is given by v 0 > 0. Figure 1 sketches the expected flow diagram in the quartic-coupling plane, for Ising (M = 1) and multicomponent (M ≥ 2) systems in the limit N → 0. There are four FP's: the trivial Gaussian one, an O(M)-symmetric FP, an O(N)-symmetric (N → 0) FP that describes the critical behavior of self-avoiding walks (SAW), and a mixed FP. The SAW FP is stable and corresponds to the (M × N)-vector theory for N → 0; but it is not of interest for the critical behavior of randomly dilute spin models, since it is located in the region u > 0. The stability of the other FP's depends on the value of M. Nonperturbative arguments [31, 1] show that the stability of the O(M) FP is related to the specific-heat critical exponent of the O(M)-symmetric theory. Indeed, H M N at the O(M)-symmetric FP can be interpreted as the Hamiltonian of N M-vector systems coupled by the O(MN)-symmetric term. Since this interaction is the sum of the products of the energy operators of the different M-vector models, the crossover exponent associated with the O(MN)-symmetric quartic interaction is given by the specific-heat critical exponent α M of the M-vector model, independently of N. This implies that for M = 1 (Ising-like systems) the pure Ising FP is unstable since φ = α I > 0, while for M ≥ 2 the O(M) FP is stable given that α M < 0, in agreement with the Harris criterion. For M ≥ 2 the mixed FP is in the region of positive u and is unstable [1] . Therefore, the RG flow of the M-component model with M ≥ 2 is driven towards the pure O(M) FP. Random dilution yields corrections to scaling behaving as |τ | ∆ 1 with ∆ 1 = −α M . The absolute value of α M is very small in the case of two-and three-component models: α 2 = −0.0146(8) (Ref. [32] ) and α 3 = −0.1336(15) (Ref. [33] ). Thus, disorder gives rise to very-slowly-decaying scaling corrections. For Ising-like systems the flow for negative values of the quartic coupling u leads to the stable mixed or random FP which is located in the region of negative values of u. This picture emerges clearly in the framework of the ǫ expansion, although the RIM FP is of order √ ǫ [34] rather than ǫ.
The most precise FT results have been obtained in the framework of the fixed-dimension expansion in powers of zero-momentum quartic couplings. In this scheme the theory is renormalized by introducing a set of zero-momentum conditions for the one-particle irreducible two-point and four-point correlation functions: 
In addition one defines the function Z t through the relation
where Γ (1,2) is the one-particle irreducible two-point function with an insertion of
, and Z t (u, v) has been computed to six loops [11, 35] .
The critical behavior is determined by the stable FP of the theory, i.e. by the zero u * , v * of the β-functions 
The critical exponents are obtained by evaluating the RG functions
In the MN model, the RG functions satisfy a number of identities. Along the u = 0 axis we have
while along the v = 0 axis we obtain
14)
These identities can be proved order by order in the pertubative expansion, see App. A. The second set of relations was already reported in Ref. [37] for M = 1.
In the limit N → 0, the perturbative expansions in powers of u and v are not Borel summable at fixed ratio u/v [38, 39] , except when u = 0 that corresponds to the O(M)-symmetric φ 4 theory. Nevertheless, rather reliable results for the critical exponents of the RIM universality class have been obtained from the analysis of properly resummed perturbative series. Several methods have been used: the Padé-Borel method at fixed u/v or the strictly related Chisholm-Borel method, the direct conformal-mapping method (the large-order behavior of the expansions at fixed u/v is reported in Ref. [11] ), an expansion around the Ising FP [7] , the double-Padé-Borel and the conformal-Padé-Borel method [11] , which, at least in zero dimensions [39] , are able to treat correctly the non-Borel summability of the expansions at fixed u/v. The FT estimates of the critical exponents obtained from the analysis of the six-loop expansions reported in Refs. [35, 11] depend only slightly on the resummation method. For instance, Ref. [11] reports ν = 0.673 (8) and η = 0.029(3) from the direct conformal-mapping method, and ν = 0.678(10) and η = 0.030(3) from an analysis that follows the ideas of Ref. [39] . A second source of uncertainty is the position of the FP. Monte Carlo [7] simulations give u * = −18.6(3) and v * = 43.3(2), which are significantly different from the FT estimates [11] u * = −13(2) and v * = 38.0(1.5), obtained from the numerical determination of the stable common zero of the β-functions. However, as discussed in Ref. [7] , the critical-exponent estimates show a relatively little dependence on the position of the FP. By using the Monte Carlo results for the location of the FP in the u-v plane, one obtains [7] , ν = 0.686(4) and η = 0.026(3), which are close to the abovereported ones, obtained by using the FT FP. In any case, it is reassuring that the FT results are in satisfactory agreement with the Monte Carlo estimates of the critical exponents, i.e.
[7] ν = 0.683(3) and η = 0.035 (2) . The comparison of the different analyses shows that all different resummation methods give results of similar accuracy. In particular, the more sophisticated analyses suggested in Ref. [39] and employed in Ref. [11] apparently do not provide more accurate results than those at fixed u/v. For this reason, in the following we only use the Padé-Borel and the conformal-mapping method at fixed u/v.
The RG trajectories in the plane (u, v) are lines which start from the Gaussian FP located at u = v = 0 and along which the quartic Hamiltonian parameters u 0 and v 0 are kept fixed. They are implicitly characterized by the equation
RG trajectories can also be determined by solving the differential equations
where λ ∈ (0, ∞) and
The solutions u(λ, s) and v(λ, s) provide the RG trajectories in the (u, v) plane as a function of s. The RG trajectories relevant for dilute spin systems are those with s < 0. The attraction domain of the stable FP is given by the values of u 0 and v 0 corresponding to trajectories ending at the stable FP, i.e. trajectories for which
The crossover functions from the Gaussian to the Wilson-Fisher stable FP have been much studied in the case of the O(M)-symmetric theories. In particular, the fixed-dimension FT approach has been exploited in Ref. [25] to determine the critical crossover functions corresponding to the magnetic susceptibility, the correlation length, etc.... These FT results have also been compared with numerical ones obtained in Monte Carlo simulations of appropriate spin models with medium-range interactions: The agreement is satisfactory as long as the interaction range is sufficiently large, see, e.g., Ref. [24] . In order to determine the crossover functions along the RG trajectories, and in particular those related to the correlation length ξ, the magnetic susceptibility χ, and the reduced temperature τ ∝ r − r c , we extend the method of Ref. [25] to Hamiltonians with many quartic parameters, such as H M N . Using the relations 20) and Eqs. (2.9), and defininĝ
we derive the following expressions
where ξ, χ, and τ are dimensionless quantities. One can easily verify that in the Gaussian limit, i.e. for λ → 0
2 → 1 and χ ξ −2 → 1, as expected. Eqs. (2.22-2.24) allow us to compute ξ and χ as functions of τ and s. We can then define effective exponents by taking logarithmic derivatives of ξ and χ at fixed s:
One can easily check that η eff = 2 − γ eff /ν eff =η φ .
III. CROSSOVERS IN RANDOMLY DILUTE SPIN SYSTEMS A. Crossover from Gaussian to random critical behavior in Ising systems
In the case of the RIM, the FP's have been determined by using FT and Monte Carlo methods. For the random FP, we mention again the estimates u * = −18.6(3) and v * = 43.3(2) obtained by Monte Carlo simulations [7] and the FT results reported in Ref. [11] , u * = −13(2) and v * = 38.0(1.5). The position of the unstable Ising FP is u I = 0, v I = 23.56(2) (Ref. [40] ). The RG trajectories for s > 0 are not interesting for dilute systems; we only mention that they are attracted by another stable FP with O(N) symmetry (N → 0), located at [4, 41] 
In Fig. 2 we show the RG trajectories for several values of s in the interval −1 < ∼ s < 0, as obtained by numerically integrating the RG equations (2.17), after resumming the β-functions. The figure has been obtained by using a single approximant, but others give qualitatively similar results. The resummation becomes less and less effective as s approaches −1. In any case, for −1 < ∼ s < 0, the RG trajectories flow towards the random FP. For s < ∼ −1, although the resummation of the series is less reliable, the numerical results suggest runaway RG trajectories, and therefore the existence of a value s min ≈ −1 such that systems corresponding to s < s min do not undergo a continuous transition. As a consequence, since u is directly related to the variance of disorder, continuous transitions are not expected for sufficiently large disorder. In the RIM with nearest-neighbor interactions on a cubic lattice, the transition disappears for geometric reasons. Below the percolation point of the spins, the spins form finite domains and are therefore unable to show a critical behavior. One may also consider a lattice version of the continuum Hamiltonian where ϕ is a scalar field and r(x) a Gaussian uncorrelated random variable. Such a model is the starting point of the FT studies of dilute systems and, by using the replica trick, can be shown to be equivalent to the model with Hamiltonian (2.1). Our results suggest that there is a critical value v c such that, if the variance of r(x) is larger than v c , the continuous transition disappears.
Beside s = s min , there is a second interesting value of s, the value s * such that the RIM FP is approached from above for s * < s < 0 and from below for s min < s < s * . One can easily realize that for this particular value of s the leading scaling corrections proportional to τ ∆ 1 are not present in the Wegner expansions of the thermodinamic quantities. Numerically, by using the conformal-mapping method, we obtain s * = −0.25 (5) . The RIM can be mapped [28] onto a translationally-invariant effective Hamiltonian H appearing in this expansion are related to the magnetic concentration p (note that such result does not depend on the lattice type and on the spin-spin interaction as long as it is of short-range type) by 2) and in particular
It is tempting to assume
, which means that we neglect the fact that in H Using this relation and the numerical results of Refs. [8, 7] , we can get an independent approximate estimate of s * . Since in the RIM on a cubic lattice one does not observe the leading scaling correction for p * ≈ 0.8, we obtain s * ≈ −0.3, which is reasonably close to the FT estimate s * = −0.25 (5) . The approximation works reasonably, although apparently it slightly overestimates the value of s. Moreover, one can ask which interval of s corresponds to the values of p for which the transition is observed, i.e. p c < p < 1, where p c is the percolation point, p c = 0.3116081(13) on a cubic lattice [42] . Then, since s min ≈ −1, using Eq. (3.3), the concentration values 1 > p > ∼ p c correspond to values of s in the range s min < ∼ s < 0, thereby explaining why a second-order transition is observed for all values of p > p c .
Using Eqs. (2.22), (2.23), and (2.24), one can compute the crossover functions ξ and χ along the RG trajectories, i.e. for fixed s, and the corresponding effective exponents ν eff and γ eff , cf. Eq. (2.25). The effective exponents γ eff and ν eff are shown in Fig. 3 for several values of s < 0 within the attraction domain of the RIM FP. We note that they become nonmonotonic for s < s * ≈ −0.25, where the RG trajectories reach the RIM FP from below, see Fig. 2 . This fact suggests that a nonmonotonic behavior in the effective exponents ν eff and γ eff should also be observed in the RIM for p < ∼ 0.8. We finally mention that the crossover from the Gaussian FP to the RIM FP has also been investigated in Refs. [43, 14] in the framework of the ǫ expansion and of the minimalsubtraction scheme without ǫ expansion. Their results are in qualitative agreement with our determinations of the crossover functions. 
B. Crossover from Ising to random critical behavior
The FT approach presented in Sec. II allows us to determine also the Ising-to-RIM crossover functions. Considering in general a quantity O that behaves at the Ising FP, i.e. in the absence of disorder, as t −ρ I ν I , standard RG arguments show that, in the limit p → 1 and t ≡ (T − T I )/T I → 0, where T I is the critical temperature of the pure Ising model, O can be written in the scaling form
where g ∝ 1 − p is the scaling field associated with disorder, which is a relevant perturbation of the Ising FP, and a 0 and a 1 are normalization constants. The crossover exponent φ is equal [1] to the Ising specific-heat exponent α I , φ = α I . The functions B O and C O are universal, apart from trivial normalizations. By properly choosing a 0 and a 1 we can require
Another condition can be added by properly fixing the normalization of g. Within the FT approach the limit g → 0 corresponds to s → 0 − and gξ φ/ν I ∼ sλ φ/ν I . Therefore, crossover functions are obtained by taking the limit s → 0 − and ξ = λ → ∞ of the quantity Oξ −ρ I , keeping sλ α I /ν I fixed. In Fig. 4 we show numerically that such a limit exists for the susceptibility χ. We consider χξ −2+η I = χ(λ, s)λ −2+η I and plot this combination as a function of |s| ξ α I /ν I for several values of s. The curves, obtained by using Eq. (2.23) and the conformal-mapping method, rapidly converge to a limiting function.
In order to compute the crossover functions, we must first study the limit s → 0 − of the RG trajectories. As it can be seen from 
with the initial condition g(0) = v I . As discussed in App. B, g(u) is expected to be analytic for u → 0 and thus it can be expanded as
In App. B 3 we compute the first coefficients: g 1 = −1, a consequence of identity (2.11), g 2 = 0.0033(1), and g 3 = 1(2) × 10 −5 . Using the results presented in Sec. IV A, we find that near the RIM FP g(u) can be expanded as
where R 1 and R 2 are universal constants reported in Sec. IV A, cf. Eq. (4.4), and u λ,1 (0) and u λ,2 (0) are expansion coefficients defined in Eq. (4.2). Eq. (3.7) shows that g(u) is not analytic at the RIM FP. Of course, one should check that u λ,2 (0) does not vanish. We are not able to verify numerically this condition, but we believe that it is unlikely that u λ,2 (0) = 0. Indeed, the curve g(u) is a special curve only at the Ising FP, but it has no special status at the RIM FP and thus it should be nonanalytic as any generic RG trajectory [44] . The curve g(u) can be computed [45] by resumming the perturbative series for the β functions and then by explicitly solving Eq. (3.5) with the initial condition g(0) = v I . A graph is reported in Fig. 5 . The result is very well approximated by the simple expression (2), and with the FT result, u * = −13(2), v * = 38.0(1.5), see Fig. 5 . The fact that both estimates lie on the limiting curve v = g(u) shows that the FT approach is effective in determining the Ising-to-RIM trajectory, although it is apparently unable to determine precisely the position of the FP on this curve. As a final check, we compute g ′ (u * ). Using Eq. (3.7) and the estimate of R 1 reported in Sec. IV A, R 1 = −0.90(2), we obtain g ′ (u * ) = −1.11 (2) , while Eq. (3.8) gives g ′ (u * ) = −1.12 (resp. −1.09) at the Monte Carlo (resp. FT) FP. The agreement is satisfactory.
Once we have determined g(u), we can compute u(λ, s) in the crossover limit. In App. B 1, we show that, in the limit s → 0 − , u(λ, s) converges to U(σ) which is implicitly defined by
where
and Σ 1 and Σ 2 are normalization constants such that U(σ) ≈ σ for σ → 0. Their explicit expressions are reported in App. B 1. Of course, v(λ, s) = g(U(σ)) in the scaling limit s → 0 − . The curve g(u) and Eq. (3.9) completely fix the relevant RG trajectory in the crossover limit.
The computation of the crossover functions is then completely straightforward. We consider the RG function O(λ, s) associated to O and assume that it satisfies the RG equation
where ρ(u, v) is the corresponding RG function such that ρ(0, v I ) = ρ I . The crossover limit is studied in detail in App. B 2. We find that the crossover function C O (y) can be written as 12) where the relation between y and σ should be fixed by choosing an additional normalization condition.
We wish now to specialize the previous discussion to the magnetic susceptibility. In this case ρ(u, v) = 2 − η φ (u, v). In order to completely specify the function C χ (y) appearing in Eq. (3.4) we must fix the normalization of g. We use the small-y expansion of C χ (y). Since C ′ χ (0) = 0, see App. B 2, we require
for y → 0 and C χ (y) to be defined for y > 0. With these normalizations we have
where y = −y 0 σ. The constant y 0 is positive and is computed numerically in App. B 3: y 0 = 0.072 (8) . The scaling function C χ (y) is shown in Fig. 6 . We study the small-y and large-y behavior of C χ (y). A rough estimate of the coefficient c 3 is c 3 = −4(2), see App. B 3. For large values of y, we have
where η is the RIM exponent. The best estimates of the exponents η of the Ising and RIM universality classes are respectively η I = 0.03639(15) (Ref. [40] ) and η = 0.035(2) (Ref. [7] ), suggesting that η I > η. This is confirmed by the analysis of the fixed-dimension FT series: all analyses find η I > η. In particular, analyses based on an expansion around the Ising FP [7] find η I − η = 0.002 (2) . This suggests that C χ (y) diverges for large y with a very small exponent, ν I (η I − η)/α I ≈ 0.01(1). We also estimated the coefficient c ∞ appearing in the large-y behavior of C χ (y), obtaining c ∞ = 1.05(5). We proceeded as follows. First, for a given approximant of the RG functions, we computed the exponents η I , ν I , and η, and the function C χ (y). Then, we calculated C χ (y)y −ν I (η I −η)/α I and determined the constant c ∞ from its large-y behavior. This procedure gave an estimate of c ∞ for a given set of approximants. The final result was obtained as usual, by comparing the results of different approximants and of series of different order. intermediate values ofτ . As in the Ising case, the resummation becomes less reliable for s < ∼ −1. Again, the numerical results hint at runaway trajectories for s < ∼ −1. Finally, we mention that the RG trajectories and the effective crossover exponents of dilute Heisenberg systems have been recently investigated in Ref. [47] , using a two-loop approximation within the minimal-subtraction scheme without ǫ expansion. Their results are in qualitative agreement with ours. Moreover, Ref. [47] discusses crossover phenomena observed in experiments on isotropic magnets, showing several results for the effective exponents that are in qualititive agreement with the curves shown in Fig. 10 .
IV. UNIVERSAL RATIOS OF SCALING-CORRECTION AMPLITUDES A. General results
In order to study the critical limit of dilute spin models, that is the limit λ → ∞ or τ → 0 + in the crossover functions χ, ξ, we consider the expansion of the RG functions around the stable FP (u * , v * ). We write 
where ω 1 , ω 2 are the eigenvalues of the matrix
and we are keeping only the leading terms in both powers of λ −ω 1 and λ −ω 2 . In particular, we have neglected terms of order λ −2ω 1 , λ −3ω 1 , etc., which may be as important as those of order λ −ω 2 . Moreover, we have
These ratios are independent of s, as expected because they are universal. Indeed, as we shall see, they can be related to the universal ratios G 22,τ,i /G 4,τ,i of the scaling-correction amplitudes of G 4 and G 22 , cf. Eqs. (1.3) and (1.8).
We also expand the RG functions associated with the critical exponents, 6) for i = 1, 2. Then, using Eq. (4.2), we find
and
Using Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8), we can derive the Wegner expansion of ξ, χ, and of the zeromomentum quartic couplings u and v in terms of the reduced temperature τ . We obtain 
and also
Note that Eq. (2.8) allows us to identify 13) and to obtain the corresponding scaling-correction amplitudes G 4,τ,i and G 22,τ,i defined in Eq. (1.8).
From the above-reported relations we derive the following expressions for the universal ratios of scaling-correction amplitudes 
Their universality is explicitly verified since they are independent of s ≡ u 0 /v 0 .
B. Results for dilute Ising systems
Using the above-reported results, the universal scaling-correction amplitude ratios can be estimated by analyzing appropriate perturbative series that can be derived from those of the β functions and the critical exponents. Again, we used the conformal-mapping method and the Padé-Borel method at fixed ratio u/v. The errors we report take into account the resummation error and the uncertainty in the location of the FP. We compute each quantity at the FT and at the Monte Carlo FP. The final error is such to include both estimates.
As a first step in the analysis we computed the subleading exponents and the ratios R 1 and R 2 . The exponent ω 1 was already computed in Ref. [11] , obtaining ω 1 = 0.25(10) (using the double-Padé-Borel and the conformal-Padé-Borel method) and ω 1 = 0.34(11) (using the direct conformal-mapping method), in substantial agreement with the Monte Carlo result ω 1 = 0.37(5) of Ref. [8] . In those analyses the FT FP was used. We tried to compute ω 1 by also using the Monte Carlo estimate of the FP. However, all methods give largely fluctuating results and no estimate can be obtained. Then, we determined ω 2 . In this case, the conformal-mapping method provides reasonably stable results up to the Monte Carlo FP. We obtain finally [48] ω 2 = 0.8 (2) . Similar analyses have been done for R 1 and R 2 . Our final results are
Finally, we have determined the ratios of scaling-correction amplitudes using relations (4.14). In order to have a check of the results, for each quantity we have considered several series with the same FP value. We obtain
The errors take into account the results obtained from different series and different resummation methods, and also the uncertainty on the location of the FP. It is interesting to note that the results for the ratios χ τ,i /ξ τ,i show that the quantity χ/ξ 2 has much smaller scaling corrections than χ and ξ. This fact was used in Ref. [7] in order to obtain a precise Monte Carlo estimate of η from the high-temperature behavior of χ/ξ 2 . For comparison, we report the corresponding values for the pure Ising universality class. From the analysis of high-temperature series one obtains χ τ,1 /ξ τ,1 = 1.11(12) (Ref. [40] ) and χ τ,1 /ξ τ,1 = 1.32(10) (Ref. [49] ), while field theory gives [25] χ τ,1 /ξ τ,1 = 1.47(4) and χ τ,1 /G 4,τ,1 = −0.30(4).
C. Results for dilute multicomponent systems
As in the Ising case, we determine the universal ratios of scaling-correction amplitudes by analyzing the six-loop expansions of the MN model [11] . Since the corresponding RG functions must be evaluated at the O(M)-symmetric FP, i.e. along the u = 0 axis, the series are Borel summable and the standard conformal-mapping method works well. Identity (2.11) allows us to obtain the following exact results for the universal quantities R i : 17) which hold independently of M. We also obtain 18) for dilute XY systems, and 19) for dilute Heisenberg systems. The ratios χ τ,2 /ξ τ,2 and χ τ,2 /G 4,τ,2 are just the universal ratios of scaling-correction amplitudes of the O(M)-symmetric models. Ref. [25] reports χ τ,2 /ξ τ,2 = 1.57(2) and χ τ,2 /ξ τ,2 = 1.63(4) respectively for XY and Heisenberg systems. We add the results χ τ,2 /G 4,τ,2 = −0.47(5) and χ τ,2 /G 4,τ,2 = −0.59(5) again for XY and Heisenberg systems.
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APPENDIX A: SOME RELATIONS AMONG THE RG FUNCTIONS
In this Section we prove identities (2.11) and (2.12) holding along the u = 0 axis, and (2.13), (2.14), and (2.15) holding along the v = 0 axis.
Let us first prove the identities along the u = 0 axis in the case M = 1; the extension to other values of M is straightforward. We consider a generic theory with fields φ A and Hamiltonian density
For C ABCD = 0 the model is simply a collection of decoupled Ising φ 4 theories. In order to compute the corrections to first order in C ABCD , we consider the one-particle irreducible correlation functions of the fields expressed in terms of the bare couplings g and C ABCD and of the inverse susceptibility χ −1 as effective mass (the results also hold for the massless theory in dimensional regularization)
Then, we prove that, if all indices are equal,
Using this relation, one can derive identities (2.11) and (2.12). Indeed, Eq. (A3) implies
To prove Eq. (A3), consider a generic diagram D contributing to the correlation function. If χ −1 is used as effective mass or the mass vanishes and dimensional regularization is used, the diagram has the following properties: it does not contain tadpole subgraphs; given a vertex V , the subdiagram D/V obtained by deleting the lines going out of V may be disconnected, but each piece contains at least one external line. The contribution of the diagram D is the product of three factors: the first is the integral over the internal momenta, the second the symmetry factor, and the third one-we call it I(D) A,A,...,A -takes into account the interaction vertex
Clearly, we are only interested in the last term which can be written in the form
where n is the number of vertices of D. In the last step, we have used the two properties we have mentioned above The set of identities (2.13), (2.14), and (2.15) along the v = 0 axis can be proved in a similar fashion. Let us again restrict ourselves to the case M = 1, the extension to generic values of M being straightforward. Consider the Hamiltonian density
where C ABCD is symmetric in all indices. For C ABCD = 0 the model is simply an N-vector φ 4 theory, where N is the dimension of the field. In order to compute the corrections to first order in C ABCD , we consider here a different set of correlation functions: O(N)-invariant (therefore there are no external indices) one-particle irreducible correlation function of the fields and of any operator. Consider again a diagram D, a vertex V , and the interaction contribution I(D/V ) I,J,K,L for C = 0. Because of the O(N) invariance, its symmetrized part is given by
Then, repeating the argument leading to Eq. (A8), we obtain
The constant VÎ (D/V ) is determined by computing the derivative of I(D) with respect to g at C = 0.
It follows
where f (g) = I(D)| C=0 . This relation is valid only for O(N)-invariant quantities, but it can also be applied to the correlation functions of the elementary fields by simply contracting the external indices. It allows us to derive a number of relations involving the β-functions and the RG functions associated with the exponents. For example, considering the MN model (2.1) for M = 1, relation (A13) implies Eqs. (2.13), (2.14), and (2.15) with M = 1.
APPENDIX B: THE ISING-TO-RIM CROSSOVER
In this appendix we compute the limit s → 0 − of the RG trajectories and the Ising-to-RIM crossover function C O (y), cf. Eq. (3.4). Here, we wish to prove Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10) that give u(λ, s) in the crossover limit. As discussed in Sec. III B, in the crossover limit the RG trajectory is formed by two parts connecting at the Ising FP: the line u = 0 starting at the Gaussian FP and ending at the Ising FP, and the line v = g(u) connecting the Ising FP to the RIM FP. Now, we will solve the flow equations (2.17) in the two cases and we will match the two solutions in the neighborhood of the Ising FP. Let us consider first the behavior near v = g(u). The flow equation for u(λ, s) can be written as
Since β u (u, v I ) = −uα I /ν I for u → 0, we can write the solution as
where A(s) is a (at this stage unknown) function of s. Now let us consider the second case, i.e. the trajectory near the u = 0 axis. For u → 0, we can write
In the limit we are interested in, the RG equations (2.17) become
Keeping into account the initial conditions (2.18), we obtain
Eqs. (B4) and (B5) implicitly define u(λ, s). We must now match the two solutions near the Ising FP, determining in this way the unknown constant A(s). If we define
,
for v → v I Eqs. (B4) and (B5) can be written as
Therefore, for v → v I we have
On the other hand, Eq. (B2) gives for u → 0,
By comparing Eqs. (B8) and (B9) we obtain A(s). Finally, Eq. (B2) can be written as
This ends the proof of Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10).
Crossover functions
The computation of the crossover function follows the same lines presented in App. B 1. We first consider the RG equation (3.11) on the line v = g(u). Using the flow equation for u(λ, s) we can write
The solution can be written as
where B(s) is an unknown function.
For u → 0, we can use the flow equation for v(λ, s) and write
We assume ρ(0, 0) = ρ 0 (ρ 0 is the naive Gaussian dimension of O) and O ≈ O 0 λ ρ 0 at the Gaussian FP (O 0 is a normalization constant). Then, the previous equation gives
Now, we must compute the behavior for v → v I . Defining
we obtain for v
where we have used Eq. (B7). On the other hand, Eq. (B12) gives in the limit u → 0
Therefore,
Finally, by using Eq. (B10) to eliminate u ν I ρ I /α I , we obtain
The crossover function C O (y) normalized so that C O (0) = 1 is then given by
To fully specify the function C O (y) we must also relate y to σ by adding an additional normalization condition. For the magnetic susceptibility this is done in detail in Sec. III B.
We can specialize these results to the observables we have considered in the paper. First, we consider the four-point quartic couplings G 22 and G 4 . Since they are related to u and v by Eq. (2.8) and u ≈ U(σ), v ≈ g(u) in the crossover limit, we obtain
C G 4 (y) = 1 v I g(U(σ)).
Note that C G 22 (y) is not simply U(σ) since the crossover function is defined by u ∼ λ α I /ν I C G 22 (y). These equations can also be derived from Eq. (B20) bu using ρ(u, v) = −β u (u, v)/u and ρ(u, v) = −β v (u, v)/v for u and v respectively.
Finally, let us consider the magnetic susceptibility χ. In this case ρ(u, v) = 2 − η φ (u, v). Thus, by using Eq. (B20) we obtain Eq. (3.14). Let us now show that C ′ χ (0) = 0. First, note that because of identity (2.12), near the Ising FP we have
where A is a constant. Then, since g(u) = v I −u+O(u 2 ), we obtain η φ (u, g(u))−η I = O(u 2 ). Substituting in Eq. (3.14), this gives immediately C ′ χ (0) = 0. Finally, we argue that the crossover function C O (y) and g(u) (that can be related to the crossover function of v = G 4 ) are analytic for y → 0 and u → 0 respectively. This is not obvious since for u = 0 RG functions are nonanalytic at the Ising FP [50, 51] . We will now show that such a problem does not arise for the RG functions defined along the crossover line v = g(u). The reason is that such a line has a very special status at the Ising FP: It is the line that is tangent to the relevant direction associated with disorder and that is orthogonal to all irrelevant directions.
To clarify the issue, let us for instance consider the singular part of the free energy. In a neighborhood of the Ising FP it can be written as [52] Let us now consider C χ (y). This function can be computed directly by using Eqs. (3.9) and (3.14). They provide C χ as a function of the variable σ. In order to compute the relation between σ and y, we need to determine the small-σ behavior of C χ . We write
and, as for g(u), we compute perturbative series c n (v) such that c n = c n (v I ). By resumming these expansions we obtain 
The variable y defined by the normalization condition (3.13) is related to σ by y = −c 1/2 2 σ = −0.072(8) σ.
